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Collaboration  
Without Compromise
How To Choose the Right Healthcare Collaboration Platform
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In a busy healthcare setting, every second matters.  
The faster a clinician can accomplish a task,  
the more time they have to diagnose a patient, 
alleviate their pain, or deliver life-saving care. 

This means that every second a clinician wastes trying to share content on a 
display—such as scan results, x-rays, lab results, post-op directions, or patient 
records—can significantly impact their ability to provide care. 

And if you multiply a few minutes wasted per patient visit trying to share 
content by every patient a clinician cares for, you can see how easily it can add 
up to thousands of lost care hours across a busy healthcare system every year, 
impacting both patient outcomes and healthcare system revenue.

Let’s take a closer look at what to prioritize in a healthcare collaboration  
platform so you can see why the Intel Unite® solution is the right choice for  
your healthcare setting. 

Intel Unite® at a Glance
The Intel Unite solution delivers an easy-to-use, seamless, and more 
secure wireless content sharing and collaboration experience across 
devices and operating systems. During meetings with patients or other 
healthcare professionals, up to four presenters can simultaneously 
share a wide variety of static or streaming content from different 
devices to a display in a patient room or collaboration space. 
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Enabling Flexibility Across 
the Healthcare Campus
The world of healthcare requires far more collaboration and content 
sharing than other industries. Doctors must be able to show a patient 
important clinical information, such as MRIs, x-rays, or test results, while 
at their bedside, while clinicians in a conference room will want to display 
content when discussing a patient case. Doctors even need to be able 
to share content when they can’t visit a patient in person, such as when 
they’re having a remote consultation or meeting with an infectious, 
isolated patient. 

The wrong content sharing and collaboration solution requires 
proprietary, expensive hardware that must be installed in every 
collaboration space. As a result, only specific patient rooms or meeting 
spaces may have certain functionality, requiring clinicians to adapt their 
care to the space instead of to the patient.

How the Intel Unite® 
Solution Compares

The Intel Unite solution is an open platform 
that works with your existing collaboration 
and display technology. Here’s how:

• Not only does the Intel Unite solution 
support almost every type of device, but it 
has an extensible platform with a breadth  
of apps for unified communication 
platforms, including Zoom, Cisco WebEx, 
and Microsoft Teams. 

• The Patient Sight app for the Intel Unite 
solution provides simple-to-use inpatient 
telehealth functionality that lets caregivers 
observe and communicate with patients 
using high resolution audio and video. 

• The Intel Unite solution makes it simple 
to connect to your existing collaboration 
hardware, such as digital whiteboards, 
monitors, digital cameras, and room  
A/V controls. 

• The Intel Unite solution’s open platform 
helps to ensure the interoperability needed 
to evolve as new solutions and technologies 
come online, helping to future-proof your 
organization’s ability to collaborate.
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Ensuring Patient Privacy with Content Security
When a clinician wants to share scan results with a 
patient during a consultation, they need to ensure this 
protected healthcare information is only accessible on 
the in-room display of the room they’re in. However, it’s 
not uncommon for a busy healthcare setting to have 
dozens or even hundreds of patient rooms all sharing 
the same Wi-Fi network. This makes it possible for 
content that’s being shared on an unsecured system 
to be accidentally exposed to other patients or stolen 
as part of a cyberattack, both of which can result in 
lawsuits and fines, not to mention loss of patient trust. 

The wrong content sharing and collaboration solution 
makes it difficult to ensure content stays safe and 
secure inside the patient room. Some wireless solutions 
broadcast content outside your network to the 
solution’s server, which means that protecting sensitive 
data is outside of your control. In addition, a lack of 
easy-to-use security and privacy settings means that 
any nearby patients or employees might be able to 
access wirelessly-shared content.

How the Intel Unite® Solution Compares

The Intel Unite solution is built with security, stability, and manageability as its top priorities. Here’s how:

• All content shared across Intel Unite software is  
TLS encrypted to help protect data presented within  
your secure network.

• User content and personal information is not stored 
on the Intel Unite solution hub and is not sent outside 
your network. Shared content is end-to-end encrypted 
and only sent to the display in the collaboration space 
or patient’s room and to remote collaborators who 
have approved access to the session. 

• By default, the Intel Unite application auto-generates 
a new, random, six-digit PIN every five minutes so 
that clinicians can’t access the content currently being 
shared in that same room.

• Protected Guest Access lets outside specialists share 
content from their own devices without accessing an 
organization’s network. 
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Improving the  
Clinician Experience
A busy healthcare setting often includes in-house care teams and 
external specialists working side by side. As a result, a patient setting 
or conference room can contain many different devices and operating 
systems, including Windows PCs, Macs, Chromebooks, iPads, Linux-based 
devices, and smartphones. While all these devices are crucial to delivering 
care, it can create barriers when it comes time to collaborate.  

The wrong content sharing and collaboration solution often requires 
clinicians to use a special cable, adapter, or dongle, or perhaps a specific 
app or drive if their device isn’t automatically supported. When a problem 
occurs when clinicians are trying to connect or present, clinicians must 
stop what they’re doing to figure it out, which often leads to a call to IT 
staff for help. Not only does this waste clinicians’ time and could interrupt 
patient appointments, but it distracts IT from more valuable tasks.

How the Intel Unite® 
Solution Compares

The Intel Unite solution is designed to 
improve the clinician experience by making  
it virtually effortless to join meetings or  
share content. Here’s how:

• Instead of creating a username and 
password to sign in, once clinicians and 
staff have downloaded the Intel Unite 
client software, they simply open the Intel 
Unite app and use a six-digit PIN to join  
a session instantly, no matter what device 
they’re using.

• Clinicians can quickly start a consultation 
and wirelessly share content without 
dongles, adapters, or cables. 

• If there’s more than one caregiver who 
needs to share content, users can switch 
presenters with a click instead of passing  
a cable or switching chairs, and the 
solution allows up to four presenters  
to share simultaneously. 

• Native touch integration allows clinicians 
to manage the presented materials using 
a touch-enabled display instead of staying 
stuck behind a laptop. 
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See the Intel Unite  
Solution in Action
See how the Intel Unite solution helps healthcare 
professionals easily collaborate and consult with 
other experts, helping improve the caregiver 
experience and increase patient satisfaction. 

Maximizing ROI
In every healthcare setting, clinicians are pressed for time,  
which means that a collaboration solution that helps them work 
more efficiently can make them more productive. A solution 
that’s easy to use will have more buy-in from caregivers and 
staff, making it more likely that it will be adopted throughout 
your organization. With caregivers already hard-pressed for 
time, the less new training they have to do, the better.

The wrong content sharing and collaboration solution leaves  
you guessing as to whether caregivers are using it, how, and  
why. With little visibility into its usage, it’s impossible to tell 
if you’re getting your money’s worth. The wrong solution can 
also take hours of training time for users to become proficient, 
which is time that a clinician would rather spend seeing patients 
or improving their medical knowledge and skills. 

How the Intel Unite® Solution Compares

The Intel Unite solution makes it easier to maximize the 
capabilities of your technology and your people. Here’s how:

• Use the Intel Unite Solution to track telemetry data on 
connections, presentations, and average meeting times  
in all of your Intel Unite solution-enabled exam rooms  
and meeting spaces. 

• Use the data you collect to understand how your spaces 
are being used so IT and facility managers can make 
better decisions about space planning and meeting room 
technology investments. 

• An intuitive UI makes the Intel Unite solution simple to use, 
with no training required. 

WATCH  
THE VIDEO

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/unite/unite-solution-improves-healthcare-workflows-video.html


Empower Collaborative Healthcare With Intel Unite®
The Intel Unite solution is an easy, cost-efficient, and effective way to deliver a more secure, high-quality collaboration experience for caregivers, 
specialists, administrators, and patients. With the ability to integrate with your existing IT infrastructure and user devices—not to mention no 
training requirements—the Intel Unite solution could reduce implementation costs while helping you maximize the use of your existing collaboration 
technology. With the Intel Unite solution, you can improve patient consultations and deliver a better user experience while creating intelligent 
collaboration spaces in your healthcare setting.

Learn more at  
intel.com/unite

Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.

No product or component can be absolutely secure. 

Your costs and results may vary. 

The latency and resolution of any video or images transmitted by the Intel Unite technology is dependent on the performance of the hardware configuration and internet connectivity used.

Intel Unite technology is not intended for use in the diagnosis, treatment or cure of any illness, injury or disease. 
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